
Best Buddies Illinois 
 

Contact Information 
Best Buddies Illinois Citizens 

101 W Grand, Suite 400 

Chicago, IL 60654 

www.bestbuddiesillinois.org 

Emma Reutter, Program Manager of Citizens 

EmmaReutter@bestbuddies.org 

312-828-9313 

 

General Profile 
Best Buddies International was founded in 1989 by Anthony Shriver, and has 1700 chapters in schools 

and communities worldwide.  Chapters create opportunities for one-on-one friendships between 

volunteers and people with intellectual/developmental disabilities.  A Citizen Buddy is a non-disabled 

community member who agrees to be a “Peer Buddy” a friend, to an adult with an 

intellectual/developmental disability. 

Best Buddies Illinois has matched over 100 adult Citizen Buddies in their program to date.  

 

Time Frame and Entry Points: Anytime is the right time 

Application & Training: Contact the office for a phone screen with one of the Program Managers. Ask for 

Josh or Emma in Citizens and your application will begin right away with a 15 minute phone screen. 

Phone screens are followed by an online application and an in person visit.  There is not any training 

provided for our volunteers.  We would never place someone in a situation where they would need prior 

mentoring on how to handle themselves.  This is all explained in the phone overview.  

 

Program Purpose 
Friends and family are the foundation that help human beings become successful. Without love, 

support, and friends, our lives would be empty - a life people with intellectual disabilities have been 

forced to live throughout history. Since 1993, volunteers are changing lives by simply sharing their time 

with a new friend. 

 

Participant Profile 
Age Range:  Over 18 

Geography: all over Illinois 

Citizens Buddy Pairs are asked to commit to a one-year relationship (that often continues longer). 

During that time, the Buddy and Citizen Buddy agree to talk once a week and see each other twice a 

month. What they do when they go out is up to them.  The Citizens Program Managers plan a voluntary 

outing every other month for buddy pairs to collectively participate in and expand their social circle.  

 

Outcomes 
We do not have any outcome studies specifically pertaining to Citizens but we do have multiple success 

stories. We have these in written forms of stories or quotes and we also have youtube clips. 


